
 
Toy Kangaroos are packed in boxes All the boxes used are

cubes One kangaroo is placed inside a small box Exactly 8
Small boxes Fit inside a large box How many Kangaroos
are on the bottom layer of a large box
We have 38 2 so 2 Small boxes fit along each
side of the large box Hence the bottom layer has
2 2 4 Kangaroos
The diagram shows the plan of a room Adjoining walls

are perpendicular and the lengths of some of the walls

are shown What is the length of the perimeter of the room

The length of the red wall is
b t 2b t b Lib

the length of the green wall is

at at a 3A

So the perimeter of the room is

4b t 3A t 4b t 3A Ga t 8b

Luis writes down 7 consecutive positive integers
The sum of the smallest 3 numbers is 33 What

is the sum of the three largest numbers

Suppose the list is x 3 xt3



Then
X 3 t x 2 t X l 33

3 6 33
3x 39

So the sum of the largest three numbers is

Ctl t k t2 t x 3 3K t 6

39 t 6
45

The diagram shows a box measuring 5cm by 5cm

There are 7 bars in the box each measuring 1cm

by 3cm Kanga wants to slide the bars in the box

so there is room for one more bar What is the
minimum number of bars that Kanga needs to move

Currently there is only one bar that can move Moving it

One space is no use so we move it two spaces

to clear maximum room to move other bars

At this point it is impossible to clear a 3 1 space

by moving only one bar



But it can be done with the Following sequence

ii i
ii

f
ki

so the answer is 3

Grandma bakes a cake For her grandchildren who will
visit her in the afternoon She has forgotten whether 3
5 or all 6 grandchildren will visit She wants all the

cake eaten and each grandchild to get the same amount

of cake To be prepared for all three possibilities what is

the smallest number of pieces into which she should cut

the cake
We need to Find the lowest common multiple of 3
5 and 6
This is 2 3 5 30
A large square is divided into 4 equal sized smaller

squares All the smaller squares are either shaded or

unshaded How many different ways are there to

colour the large square Two colorings are considered
to be the same if one can be rotated to look

exactly like the other

0 squares shaded 1 way

I square shaded 1 way



2 squares shaded 2 ways

3 squares shaded 1 way

4 squares shaded 1 way
so the total number of ways is

1 t l t Z t l t l 6

Which of the following is the smallest 2 digit
number that cannot be written as the sun of 3

different l digit numbers
A 10 B IS C 23 D 25 E 28
The largest possible sum of three different 1 digit
numbers is

918 7 24

SO 25 cannot be expressed in this way
We can write 10 21 31 5

14 21 31 9
15 21 41 9

19 2 81 9

20 3 81 9
i

24 7 81 9
So all the smaller numbers are possible



Hence the answer is 25

A woodcutter chops logs in the Forest He chops
1 log at a time splitting it into 2 smaller logs
Once the woodcutter has Finished he has made 53

chops and ended up with 72 logs How many

logs did he start with

Suppose he starts with h logs
Each chop adds an extra log
So he ends up with ht 53 logs
Hence

n t 53 72

n 19

The diagram shows a quadrilateral ABCD with
AD BC LCAD 500 LACD 650 LACB 700
What is LABC



By angle sum of a triangle in SACD we have

ADC 180 65 50 65

So DADC is isosceles with AC AD
In DABC AC BC so LABC BAC and

ABC 180 70
2

550

Ss
65

Cathy connects 3 short chains to make a long
chain but does not make them into a loop It

takes her 18 minutes How long does it take her

to make an even longer chain by connecting 6
Short chains in the same way



To connect 3 chains she makes 2 connections

So each takes her 18 12 9 min

To connect 6 chains she makes 5 connections

This takes 5 9 45 min

what is the sum of the First hundred odd positive
integers subtracted From the sun of the First
hundred even positive integers
The First hundred odd positive integers are

2kt 1 For 1 0 99

The First hundred even positive integers are

2k fo k l a 100

So the answer is

100 99 99
2K 2kt l 200 t I 2k

1 1 1 0 k l

99
I t 2K ti

k
99 99200 t E 2k I t 2K t 99k k

Zoo 100

100
Andrea has wound some rope around a piece
of wood as shown in the diagram She rotates the
wood 1800 as shown by the arrow Which image
does she see after the rotation



This is what the back
looks like Since she flips
it vertically this will be

turned upside down

So the answer is D

There are 50 bricks in a box coloured white or blue
or red The number of white bricks is 11 times the
number of blue bricks There are fewer red bricks
than white bricks but more red bricks than blue
bricks How many more white bricks are there than
red bricks

Blue White Red
0 O 50 No need white red
1 11 38 No need white red
2 22 26 No need white red
3 33 14 Yes
4 44 2 No need red blue

so there are 33 14 19 more white bricks
than red bricks



The diagram shows a rectangle ABCD and a square
PQRs in which PQ BC 6cm and CD 10cm PQ
is parallel to AB The shaded area is half the area

of ABCD What is the length of Px

Since CD 10 and BC 6 ABCD 60
So XYSR z Go 30

Since XY 6 we have XS 30 6 5

PQRS is a square so PS 6
Hence PX PS XS 6 5 1cm
The numbers a b c d e satisfy the equations

a l bt 2 c 3 d t 4 e 5

Which is the largest number
A l b t 2 a _bt3 so a b

a I c 3 c at 2 So C a

c 3 dt4 c dt7 so c d
C 3 e 5 e Ct2 So e c

Hence the largest number is e

The diagram shows a logo made entirely From



semicircular arcs each with a radius of 2cm 4cm
or 8cm What Fraction of the logo is shaded

The area of the whole logo is the

same as the area of a semicircle
with radius 8

x Tx 8 321T

The area of the shaded region is
the same as the area of a

semicircle with radius 4

EXT x 4 81T

v so the Fraction of the logo which
is shaded is 8 I

321T 4

Mrs Leigh writes the whole numbers from 1 to 10

on the blackboard A student erases any two of the
numbers on the board and writes their sun minus 1

Then another student does the same thing with the

new set of numbers etc The game continues until

only 1 number remains on the board what is it

We start with 10 numbers Each turn we decrease
this by 1 So the game ends in 9 turns



Initially the sum of the numbers on the board is

It t 10 55
Each turn the sun decreases by 1 so after 9
turns it will be 55 9 46
In the Figure there are 9 regions inside the Five
circles All of the numbers from 1 to 9 are written in
the regions one to each region so that the sum of
the numbers inside each circle is 11 Which number
must be written in the region with the question mark

By inspection

6

8 93I 4 2

7 5



On each of 18 cards exactly one number is written
either 4 or 5 The sum of all the numbers on

the cards is divisible by 17 On how many cards
is the number 4 written

Suppose that n is the number of cards with a 4
Then

4h t 5118 n 17M for some positive

Lin t 90 Sn 1pm integer m

n 90 17M

We need 0 En E 18

m 17M 90 17M
O O 90
I 17 73
2 34 56
3 51 39
4 68 22
5 85 5
6 102 X

so the answer is 5
At a barter market items are exchanged as

Follows
I Turkey 5 ducks

1 goose t 2 hens 3 ducks

4 hens 1 goose
what is the minimum number of hens needed to



buy 1 goose I Turkey and I duck

I goose I goose
1 turkey 5 ducks convert turkey
1 duck 1 duck

I goose
6 ducks

4 hens convert goose and
2 geese ducks
4 hens

8 hens
8 hens convert geese

16 hens

A rectangular strip of paper is Folded 3 times
with each Fold line parallel to the short edges It
is then unfolded so that the seven Folds up or down
can all be seen Which of the Following strips viewed
From a long edges could not be made in this way



A D D U D D U U
B U D DD U U D

U D D U U U D
D D U D D U D U

E D D U U D U U

Work backwards The peaks on the left half of a

strip must correspond to troughs on the right half
and vice versa

Imagine refolding the strips once

We obtain the Following
A D D U
B U DD
C U DD
D D U D
E D D U

Again peaks on one side of the midpoint must
match troughs on the other
The only strip for which this is not true is
D so it must be the answer



Knights and liars live in a town Every sentence spoken
by a knight is true and every sentence spoken by a

liar is false

1st person There are no more than three of us in
this room All of us are liars
2nd person there are no more than Four of us in
this room Not all of us are liars
3rd person There are Five of us in this room Three
of us are liars
How many people were in the room and how many
were Liars
Suppose the First person is telling the truth Then all

of them are liars including the First person himself
which is a contradiction So the First person is a liar
Hence there are more than 3 people in the room and
some are knights
Suppose the 2nd person is a liar Then not all of
us are liars is false and therefore everyone is a

liar But this is a contradiction since we know there
are some knights
Hence the second person is telling the truth
Since there are more than 3 and at most 4
people in the room there must be exactly 4
So the Fifth person is lying So Far we have

2 liars and 1 knight But we know three

of us are liars is false so the last person is a

knight Hence there are 4 people 2 liars



Kanga has a large collection of small cubes measuring
1 1 1 Each cube is a single colour Kanga wants to

use 27 small cubes to make a 3 3 3 cube so that

any two cubes with at least one common vertex arc

of different colours What is the minimum number of
colours that Kanga needs to use

Consider the cube layer by layer
On the bottom layer we need at least 4 colours
since there are 4 small cubes around a vertex

I 2 1
34 3 Bottom layer
I 2 1

Each of the highlighted vertices will be touching
4 cubes on the middle layer so we need at

least 4 more colours

5 6 5

78 7 Middle layer
5 6 5

We can complete the top layer using the same

layout as the bottom

I 2 1
34 3

I 2 1

Hence the answer is 8



The diagram shows a large equilateral triangle divided
into 36 small equilateral triangles each with area

1cm What is the area of the shaded triangle

The shaded area makes
up exactly half of the
area ABCDEF

A F This shape is made up
C Of 22 small triangles

13 So the area of the
shaded region is

C D 2272 11cm

A F

E
B

D



The lowest common multiple of 24 and x is

less than the lowest common multiple of 24 and y
which of the Following can Thc never equal
A 617 B 716 C 73 D 718 E 817
Suppose

Then y 6n K 7n For some new

we have
LCM 24 7 n 7 x LCM 24 n

since 7 and 24 have no common Factors

Now LCM 24 Con E 6 x LCM 24 n depending on n

So LCM 24 y E LCM 24 x which is a

contradiction
Hence the answer is A


